


It have for a long time been a disappointment concerning how the FIFA Esport works, or rather 
don’t work.

Many issues have been discussed within the FIFA Esportscene over the world, issues that IFFE 
with this initiative will offer solutions for.

The appreciation of this federation can be seen clearly today as the swedish community are 
awaiting the initiative of IFFE and that the Professional Player Committee of IFFE have got its 

first members and a lot of positive reactions amongst professional FIFA Esportplayers 
worldwide.

The needs of a federation that start rule the FIFA Esport have existed in a couple of years, but 
now more than ever before.



       

        
                                    President and founder of IFFE - William Johansson

    Merits: 

                                                            *FIFA Esportplayer from Sweden. Active since 2011: (https://www.facebook.com/WilliamWijoJohansson/).
                                                            *Adminpositions within differently areas in the swedish FIFA Esportscene.
                                                            *WeSC representative of Sweden and President of the swedish IFFE memberfederation.
                                                            *Examined with an A - the highest degree in the field of entrepreneurship.



        

“I've played football on and off since I was five and I love to be involved in this beautiful game. I’m first and 
foremost a competitive FIFA Esports player from Sweden and I founded this organization as I saw the needs for 

a global federation that started to take care about the governing around the actual Esport games. In my view, 
FIFA needed it most, so as I’m into FIFA, it was a natural choice to develop this idea into IFFE.

I’m also a big supporter of my local team which I’ve been playing for as kid, Jönköpings Södra IF. And as a fan, I 
can see that when it comes to sports, world football does something only FIFA Esports can do, integrate people 

regardless of ethnicity, background and class; breaking through all barriers in our society. It is the greatest sport 
to ever engage millions of people around the world.

A majority of the people on planet earth can all relate to football as fans engagement of the sport can be seen 
through the identifying of themselves with their teams and clubs. These unique attributes mimics the diversity of 
society and shows us that all teams have an own identity, with a totally unique culture and history precisely as us 

human beings. Let us form the world of FIFA Esports in our own unique way, together we create the patterns 
that upholds IFFE.  

 
The foundation of IFFE were established before the FIFA Esports industry became integrated with the real 
football scene. And since that, the time has come for IFFE to form the FIFA Esportscene into a positive and 
sportlike atmosphere for all. With IFFE we set the standards for the FIFA Esport in order to uphold it as a 

legitime and functional sport. Together we have taken the leads in showing the Esportscene how to organize an 
Esport.”





        

International Federation of FIFA Esport (IFFE) is an international sportorganization; an 
international federation for the FIFA Esport.

The intentions of IFFE is to act as an executive federational organ for the FIFA Esport in the 
world.

Gathered by the nations, IFFE will work for the upholding of the FIFA Esportscene.

IFFE have its foundation in the community of the FIFA Esportscene, as all involved actors have 
to go through a licensing-process and through the ‘IFFE Community’ become a part of and 
make an impact on the ruling federation with the possibility to interact and create opinion.          

An important part of the voice of the community is the Professional Player Committee which is 
a committee within the direct ruling of the organization of IFFE.



        

Actors, organizations and individuals that can be licensed towards 

IFFE:

Membernations, referees/admins, clubcoaches, 

competitiondistributors, players.

The license is directly connected to the standpoints and statutes of 

IFFE, and the differently terms and conditions will be bound specifically 

towards all involved actors. A license fee will have to be paid and all 

the applicants of the Esportscene will have many benefits in return.



        

IFFE will rule and regulate the FIFA Esportscene through implementations of statutes 

and regulations, in that way IFFE makes the FIFA Esportscene to an organized and 

standardized place where all individual actors choose to go towards the same positive 

direction.

IFFE forms the FIFA Esportscene into a positive and sportlike atmosphere for all. With 

IFFE we set the standards for the FIFA Esport in order to uphold it as a legitime and 

functional sport. IFFE have taken the leads in showing the Esportscene how to 

organize an Esport.

In order to get the FIFA Esport to be accepted as an official sport by governments, the 

public, experts, the olympic committee and different sportfederations, IFFE works for 

a FIFA Esportscene that is structured and organized like an official sport is.

IFFE is an independent branch under WorldeSportsCouncil (WeSC), an 

Esportfederation that IFFE cooperates with. For more information: (www.wesc.gg).



        

Some of the things that IFFE want to do for the FIFA Esportscene:

*Make tournaments and competitionsrules more standardized in order to uphold a sense of 
balance and logic in the rules for the respectively types of competitions.

*Develop reliable rankingsystems for the membernations.

*Create a Worldrank.

*Together with the membernations set up information about the international FIFA  
 Esportscene and about the Esport in respectively countries.

*Cooperate and make an impact on FIFA/EA Sports and in the way they create their yearly FIFA 
game.



                        

        

What IFFE offer for the differently licensed actors:
IFFE and the membernations:

The membernations of IFFE are established because of the needs to organize the Esportscene throughout the nations. 

Together with the leaders of the headcommunities in the national Esportscenes we continue with the structuring of the 

national federations as membernations of IFFE. To be a membernation of IFFE means to accept the organizatorial 

standards of IFFE. Despite that IFFE work for a more standardised and globalized Esportscene, all national FIFAscenes 

looks different from eachother and have its own attributes. IFFE work for a preserving of the national FIFAscenes and 

leave possibillities for the nations themselves to develop their Esportscene in its own identical way towards the 

standardizations of IFFE. International harmory with a national touch is our watchwords. We will always strive for to let 

the membernations be as independent as possible, with possibillities to continue the structuring of the 

memberfederations of their own. But this require the demands of transparency and insight for IFFE in order to control 

that the general standardizations and regulations is followed. An important work for IFFE is to support its membernations 

in their job to get the FIFA Esport to be more accepted in respectively country. This include the support to help promote 

the FIFA Esport in a positive way towards the governments, Esportorganizations and the Esportcommunities in the 

nations. We will continue to push the FIFA Esport forward in order to make it accepted as a sport and a certain type of 

athletics. We will also continue to help our membernations with the development of their Esportscenes. As it’s important 

that the sanctionings of IFFE gets well known, it’s the duty of the membernations of IFFE to spread the message about 

the direct importance that all instances of the FIFA Esportscene needs to become licensed by IFFE in order to act within 

it. As a nation become a membernation of IFFE, we help the memberfederations with a correct information base of the 

FIFA Esportscene in the country, and we help the membernations with the developing of the national rankings so that 

the ranking can become official and the athletes can be counted towards the Worldrank. As a nation become a 

membernation of IFFE, it also means that all involved in the FIFA Esportscene within the nation get’s access to the 

competitive part of the FIFA Esports Community and all the great benefits that comes out of that.



        

IFFE and the players:

First and foremost, IFFE is a federation for the players that is driven by players. The President of IFFE is a competitive 

FIFA player himself, and IFFE is structured in a way so that the players may play an important role in the structuring of 

the FIFA Esportscene now and in the future to come. IFFE have a Professional Player Committee which is a certain part 

of the committee of IFFE that is run by FIFA Esportsplayer exclusively. IFFE also holds the IFFE Community, a serious 

platform for discussions regarding the organizing of the FIFA Esportscene, a place where all licensed players of IFFE 

can interact about certain topics, coming with own opinions and vote in specific polls. This is a place where you can 

make an impact on the way which IFFE, FIFA, EA Sports and other major actors of the FIFA Esportscene choose to go. 

The IFFE Community is open for all licensed actors within the FIFA Esportscene. When you as a FIFA player want to 

register yourself as an official athlete of the FIFA Esportscene and get your license, you will have to accept the statutes 

of IFFE which is formed as laws that is directly connected to the license you get. Before you take your license, you will 

have to read through the standpoints for FIFA Esportplayers concerning ethical rules, our anti-doping policy, rules in 

attending of events and tournaments and the general terms and conditions of IFFE that is formed for players exclusively. 

When you have succeeded with the registration of yourself as a licensed player of the FIFA Esportscene, you can now 

compete in ranked competitions. You will be automatically registered towards your national ranking, as your name will be 

joining the international Database of IFFE. In the Database you can change the information about yourself but notice that 

this is information that IFFE needs to improve. IFFE takes seriously on the importance that all information is valid as we 

take seriously on your individual security, which means that we follow your rights of secrecy in the direction of our 

privacy policy. In the Database you can find all players worldwide that is licensed by IFFE and plays competitive. You will 

be able to find information about other players as you have the possibility to send messages to other players and 

licensed admins and referees of the FIFA Esportscene. In the database you will be able to show yourself as a free agent 

or a member of a team. Clubcoaches will be able to show interest for you in the transferrequest window, so take care of 

your own brand. As a registered player, you will also get access to the membernation sections, get all the latest news 

and get discount on products of IFFE.



        

IFFE and the competition distributors:

Organisations that distributes competitions must license themselves towards IFFE in order for their competitions to be 

counted as officially ranked competitions. It’s the duty of the competition distributors of officially ranked competitions to 

guarantee that all admins and referees of their competitions is licensed by IFFE. All new administrators and referees 

must get licensed by IFFE before officially joining an organisation that distributes competitions. Information about the 

licensing of players must be clearly provided on the official website of the actual competition. All competition distributors 

must also give the players the possibility to, in case of a live event, license themselves in good time before the 

competition begins. No registrations will be accepted precisely before the start of a competition. Together with the 

competition distributors, IFFE discuss and structure the environment of the live events or the online websites. The 

general standardizations of IFFE concerning all environmental aspects around competitions must be followed by the 

competition distributors in order for the competition(s) to be classified as ranked. It’s an important work for IFFE to plan 

for the structuring of what kind of competitions that shall be accepted for the upcoming season. It’s important that the 

players themselves come and interact on the IFFE Community together with the competition distributors and reveal their 

ideas and opinions on types of competitions that they would like to see. IFFE works for continuity and a logical red 

thread and we want to uphold variety and quality in how we choose what kind of competitions to approve. IFFE will also 

disapprove or approve competitions based on the timing compared to other competitions and when they will be held. 

IFFE are following up with the competition organizers and helps with capital and practical expert help. The competition 

distributors that have been licensed towards IFFE is shown on the international or national informationbase. 

Competitions that are accepted is shown on the landing page on the calendar and the national/international 

informationbase as it may come up as news. The competition distributors have access to the IFFE Community so that 

the ones who create the competitions can interact and listen to what the community says.



        

IFFE and the admins/referees:
The educational process of making the administrators and referees worldwide familiar with the 
rules and regulations of IFFE, is an important work in order to establish and secure the 
knowledge of the laws of the game. Together with the Professional Player Committee of IFFE, 
the admins/referees themselves or other professionals, IFFE forms all detailed laws of the 
game. Since we want the FIFA Esportscene to be including, this is something that all licensed 
can give their opinions on in the IFFE Community. All administrators and referees of own 
created competitions or as part of a larger competitions distributor, have to license themselves 
towards IFFE if the competitions shall be classified as officially ranked competitions. It’s the 
responsibility of the admins and referees to check that all players wanting to compete in their 
competitions is registering and licensing themselves towards IFFE, before joining a competition. 
Admins and referees must use the database in the attending of a competition in order to check 
that all players who want to compete, already is registered. All licensed admins and referees of 
IFFE will get the IFFE certification and is shown on the website of IFFE. Admins and referees 
will have access to the IFFE community and the database. In the database where the admins 
and referees will be shown can by admins and referees also be used in order to message or 
answer on messages from players or to interact with clubcoaches.   



        

IFFE and the clubcoaches:
All clubs must be licensed towards IFFE if they want to compete in officially ranked 
competitions. It’s the duty of the licensed Esport teams of IFFE to check that all 
members of the club is registered or will register themselves before competing or taking 
part of any competition. Otherwise the clubcoach will be held accountable. IFFE will 
support the licensed teams when it comes to contract negotiation and advices in the 
fundamental structuring of the club which partly can be found on the official documents 
of IFFE that talks about the organizatorial standardizations of IFFE which shall be 
followed by all licensed clubs wanting to compete in ranked competitions. Clubcoaches 
will have access to the database in order to be able to interact with own team members 
or showing interest towards other players in the transfer request window. Clubcoaches 
can also interact with admins and referees concerning rules or other environmental 
questions around competitions. The clubs and information about them is shown on the 
FIFA Esport page and the membernation section. Clubcoaches do also have access to 
the IFFE Community where they can represent their clubs in different questions. 
Clubcoaches can invite other teamstaff members that they want shall get licensed in 
order get access to different areas on the IFFE platform.



        

                                                                                         

                                                                 Some of the things that we will offer on the website of IFFE:

                                                * Updated news about developing areas of IFFE and newupcoming documents, rules and           
                                                   announcements for the FIFA Esportscene.
                                                * National rankings and a Worldrank.
                                                * Statistics
                                                * Information about the FIFA Esportscene and the FIFA Esport.
                                                * A database where licensed players shall be found, and that licensed admins/referees   
                                                   and clubcoaches shall have access to. All information of relevance about players can
                                                   here be found, besides the special information that is shown on the ranking. As a
                                                   clubcoach you can see if players are free agents or not, and you will be able to send
                                                   messages to players of the own club as through the transferrequest window show
                                                   interest towards players that you want to sign. Players can in an easy way contact
                                                   admins if they wonder about anything regarding a competition for example.
                                                * Transferrequest window
                                                * Community forum
                                                * An integrated Twitchstream on the landingpage where live-competitions will be streamed.
                                                * Livescore
                                                * Calendar for upcoming competitions and happenings.
                                                * Continually updated news from the FIFA Esportscene, IFFE and its membernations.
                                                * ‘IFFE shop’ with gaming and Esport articles, with a special focus on the FIFA Esport.  



        

                                                                       The organisation of IFFE

                                                                                            Committee

Together with the President, the committee will interact and take important decisions for the FIFA Esportscene.

                                                                                           Departments

Committee members can be responsible for different departments and areas of the FIFA Esportscene. Workers also have the possibility to 

apply for a job within the organization.

                                                                                    The Disciplinary team

The Disciplinary team is responsible for legal concerns. The President, attorneys and other experts in the field is responsible for the 

Disciplinary team.

                                                                              Professional Player Committee

The Professional Player Committee is a specific committee within IFFE only for professional FIFA Esportsplayers where they can 

collaborate, share thoughts and opinions on how the FIFA Esportscene shall take its shape. The Professional Player Committee is a part 

of the ruling when it comes to questions that affects the players such as the FIFA game and the creation of competition rules.

                                                                                          IFFE Community

With the IFFE Community we are giving all that is involved within the FIFA Esportscene the opportunity to interact and make an impact 

on the things that rule the FIFA Esport world.   

                                                                                                  WeSC  

WeSC is an united global governing body for the Esport in the world that is driven by the WeSC sanctioned committee of professionals 

from the Esports community.

The World eSports Council (WeSC) was founded in response to the rapid growth and expansion of Esports around the world, and 

specifically to help support, nurture and manage the growth of Esports in the emerging global industry.

WeSC is a cooperative partner to IFFE that helps to bring stability and opportunities to the global FIFA Esportscene.
WeSC has assembled a powerhouse investment group that supports the industry growth of the FIFA Esport amongst others.

Over the months and years to come, it is the objective of the WeSC business development team to help developing and economically 
support IFFE with its work to uphold the FIFA Esports infrastructure.

WeSC is positioned worldwide with respectively national Esport federations as membernations of WeSC.

At every national WeSC federation, a national FIFA Esport federation of IFFE is seated.



        

 Empty positions:

Newswriter, National representative, National informationbase editor, Committee member, 

Disciplinary team member, Community moderator, Esportsattorney.

Apply today and send your jobrequest to: (william@if-fe.org).



        

IFFE will now and in the future to come strive for a preserving of every nations unique 

cultural FIFA Esports identity, at the same time as we strive for an integration and an 

enabling for an international community.  

IFFE have ethical approaches and requirements towards the individuals and actors that 

through a licensing of themselves wants be a part of the FIFA Esportscene.

Through the webb-based platforms of IFFE, people and organizations within the FIFA 

Esportscene over the whole world will be able to gather and interact.

IFFE will also strive for a developing of the FIFA Esport in those countries where it still is 

undeveloped, so that as many as possible shall have the possibility to become a part of a 

global community.


